Dear participants of IOP 2021 Congress:
This note is related to some queries posed by the participants related to deadlines (which have been extended) and
formats of presentations. The final deadline for submission of all pre-recorded material is now the 1st of
September. We are proud to inform you that this congress is the largest IOP has organized in the past years. We
currently have 560 participants from 29 countries, of which 50% come from China. Though we desired this to be an
in-person meeting, as initially planned, the pandemic has forced it to be virtual. Organizing this event has been quite
challenging. Unprecedented obstacles arisen during the organization of the congress have been solved now. These
include the transfer of registration fees between countries, video systems that work in some areas don’t work in
others, and many other novel issues not occurring in traditional in-person congress formats. This is especially so with
the increased geographical diversity that all IOP members have desired. Fortunately, by the suggestion of the
Directors of IOP, we have managed to contract Parthenon, a United States-based company with a successful record
of accomplishment in virtual conferences. This first-time liaison between a Chinese-hosted conference and a US
virtual conference has been successfully done.

Virtual Meeting Platform
This year’s meeting will utilize a virtual platform for the meeting. This platform allows for poster images and audio,
chat between attendees, easy access to the meeting sessions and recordings, and much, more. See below for some
screenshots of the platform being used for a previous meeting.

Platform Lobby*

Platform Schedule View*

*These are images of another conference utilizing the platform. IOP’s lobby and schedule will have a different image and color palette.

Gather.Town
This year’s meeting will utilize Gather.Town to allow socializing amongst meeting attendees and provide a general
space for meeting attendees to gather and discuss sessions or anything they would like! The Gather.Town space can
be used by Presenters at the meeting to schedule Q&A’s outside of the meeting schedule! Below are images of a
Gather.Town space being developed for the IOP meeting.

Lobby Space!

Game Room!

Presentation options
We now explain the multiple options you can use to present, which can be pre-recorded or not. In any option, an
agreement between the presenters and IOP2021/Parthenon will be signed for the type of presentation (prerecorded or not) and protection of material submitted.

Prerecording


The recommended (but not required) option for all activities will be pre-recorded talks. This option
allows the study of the presentations beforehand, avoids conflicts with simultaneous and conflicting
activities, and is more collegial since regions with limited bandwidth can guarantee a scientific
exchange. We have already received the preference for pre-recording from all Keynotes and most
other presenters. Prerecording your talk and providing IOP/Parthenon with your FINAL video,
ready for presentation, has a deadline of September 1st.
o
o
o
o

o

If you choose this option, an agreement between the presenters and IOP2021/Parthenon
will be signed to consent and protect the material.
You can record material on your own using PowerPoint or Pages or any other software that
produces MP4 videos.
An email will be sent following this email with information on where to place your video link.
Alternatively, if you use software like Zoom, Vimeo, or YouTube that provides links to your
recording. Information on getting a link from YouTube, Zoom, or Vimeo can be found by
clicking the name of the services you prefer. In China, you can use VooV
meeting(https://www.voovmeeting.com/), which is compatible with Tencent meeting.
Should you need assistance recording and sharing your recording with any of the above
options, please pay attention to an email sent to all Symposia Chairs, Oral Presenters, and
Keynote Speakers. This email will contain information on facilitating the transfer of your
recording to IOP/Parthenon. Symposia Chairs, if you require assistance in your recording or
the assembling of your Symposia recording, you must submit this request within one week
of receiving this email. Your final recordings must be ready to edit by August 20.

Live Session


Some participants have told us that they don’t wish to pre-record/or record their presentations since
they will present unpublished data. What and how to present at a congress is a personal choice,
which we will implement and defend. Just be aware that:
o You must tell Parthenon that you intend to present live by August 16, there will be no
exceptions if you have not notified them.
o If you do the presentation only live, this may restrict the participation of your material
worldwide since some geographical areas will not be able to participate live due to
bandwidth issues or to time zone differences. There are no guarantees that your
presentation time will be convenient to your time zone. We strongly encourage you to
prerecord your talk.
o If you are hesitant to record your talk, please note that we can hide your recorded lecture
entirely except for the meeting days upon request. After the meeting, Parthenon can
altogether remove your talk when instructed.
o Given this possibility of unauthorized copy, we suggest the participants protect themselves
when presenting new data by previously using a preprint server such as ArXiV, BioRXiv,
MedRXIv. As this is a virtual meeting, captures or recordings of videos shown online are

o

o

possible. Parthenon will disable downloading and recording in the platform, but many thirdparty apps exist to record video streamed live over the internet.
Following the example of other meetings such as those of the Organization for Human Brain
Mapping, we intend to store all recordings permanently for IOP members only on the official
IOP website. We feel that this will also provide for those who accept to record additional
protection since we can supply an ISBN.
If you would not like your recording stored, you will be able to indicate this. The Office will
delete your recording immediately after presentation.

An email will be sent to decision making presenters at the Conference immediately after receipt of this
email (Keynotes, Symposia Chairs & Co-Chairs, and Oral Presenters). This second email will contain specific
instructions for submitting your video links and more information on deadlines and a form for you to
complete within seven (7) days.
Thank you for your participation in the 2021 IOP Virtual Meeting.
Kind Regards,
International Organization of Psychophysiology Conference Organizers
IOP2021@parthenonmgmt.com

